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A B S T R A C T

Fast ionization in excess of the photo-ionization rate appears to only occur 

when the barium shaped charge release is along the magnetic field direction. This 

thesis investigates the hypothesis that rapid ionization is caused by electrons heated 

in an ion cyclotron wave excited by the field-aligned streaming of barium ions 

through the ambient ionospheric plasma. The seed population of barium ions is 

assumed to be due to photo-ionization. The number density of barium ions due 

to photo-ionization is calculated. The plasma dispersion relation is derived based 

on the assumption of collisionless plasma. The excitation of barium ion cyclotron 

waves due to the interpenetrating of barium ions through the ambient plasma is 

investigated. It is proposed that the electrons are heated by the Doppler shifted 

waves via Landau damping. The Doppler shift is caused by an ambipolar electric 

field generated by the finite divergence of the injected barium neutrals.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

Since 1961, a series of laboratory experiments has been conducted to verify 

the existence of the critical ionization velocity theory (CIV) proposed by ,

[1954]. The theory says that when a neutral gas passes through a plasma with 

its velocity component perpendicular to the magnetic field exceeding the critical 

velocity vcr determined from

\ m» vlr =  ( !)

kinetic energy is transferred to the plasma energy enabling a fast ionization pro

cess to occur. Here (f) is the ionization potential for the neutrals, and mn is the 

mass of a neutral atom. The results of the laboratory experiments were positive 

[e.g., Danielsson and Brenning, 1975]. Mob, [1983] pointed out the importance

of space experiments in two aspects besides the difference of scaling in the dimen

sions and the plasma parameters: 1) the plasma is always driven by the external 

electromagnetic force so the free energy is not available in the laboratory; and 2) 

the presence of the walls and electrodes will cause the side effects which would be 

critical to the observed results. So people are focusing on the space experiments 

to verify the critical ionization velocity theory.

Because of the low critical velocity ( v = 2 .7  km/sec) for barium, many bar

ium shaped charge barium releases have been launched. The only space experiment 

with favorable results was conducted by Haerendel, [1982]. But most of the space 

experiments failed.

In March 1983, two experiments specially designed for investigating critical 

ionization velocity effect, called Star of Lima [ Wescott al, 1986a] and Star of 

Condor [ Wescott et al, 1986b], were carried out in space. Star of Lima used coni

cal barium shaped charge and the release took place at 430 kilometers altitude in
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the downward direction, perpendicular to the magnetic field lines. Star of Condor 

used strontium vapor ( vcr =  3.5 km/sec for strontium) produced in a radial shaped 

charge. The release took place at 571.11 kilometers altitude. Both of them failed 

to produce sufficiently many fast ions that an ion jet could be observed from the 

ground. Some other space experiments like Saturn IVB lunar impact measure

ments [Lindeman et al., 1974] and Chachalaca [ 1975a] also did not

demonstrate the existence of critical velocity effect. In contrast, the Oosik release 

[Wescott et al., 1975b] was carried out at the height of 540 kilometers altitude in 

the direction parallel to the magnetic field lines. By analyzing the observed data, 

Hallinan, [1985] pointed out that the most rapid ionization appears to take place 

in releases nearly parallel to the magnetic field.

The photo-ionization process is consistently observed in the barium shaped 

charge release. But often the ion jet seems to appear faster than one would expect 

based on the 20 to 30 photo-ionization time-constant. After the Oosik barium 

shaped charge experiment the question was raised informally, if processes other 

than photo-ionization contribute to the formation of the ion jet [Stenbaek-Nielsen 

et al., 1987].

Stenbaek-Nielsen et al., [1987] showed that the observed rate of disappearance 

of barium neutrals was greater than predicted by a photo-ionization model calcu

lation with 20 second [Drapatz, 1972] time-constant. They suggested that Alfven’s 

critical velocity mechanism is not responsible but that due to the streaming of the 

barium ions through the ambient plasma, some kind of plasma waves are excited 

and these waves heat the electrons so that their collisions with the barium neutrals 

cause fast ionization.
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Since the shaped charge release experiments with fast ionization results are 

those in which the injection direction is primarily along the magnetic field line, the 

purpose of this study is to examine the plasma instabilities due to the interpene

trating of the barium and ambient oxygen ions, and to examine how the instabilities 

may be related to the process of the fast ionization. We assume that the barium 

neutrals are injected along the magnetic field line through the background of oxy

gen ions and electrons. After the release, some seed barium ions are created due to 

photo-ionization, which are streaming at the same velocity as the neutrals. This 

gives rise to the free energy, and the system is not in the thermal equilibrium state. 

The only way to transfer the streaming energy of the barium ions to the thermal 

energy of the ambient ions and electrons is that the particles exchange their en

ergy via electromagnetic field or the plasma waves. In Chapter 2 we are going to 

calculate the number density of seed barium ions due to photo-ionization to see if 

there are enough streaming ions for the plasma instability, and the number density 

of the barium neutrals to calculate the collision frequency. In Chapter 3 we are 

going to use the Vlasov equation to derive the plasma dispersion relation which we 

will use to analyze the instabilities. The derivation is based on the electrostatic 

approximation and the assumption of collisionless plasma. In Chapter 4 we are 

going to find the plasma instability for a specific model and calculate the collision 

frequency to verify the assumption of collisionless plasma. And finally in Chapter 5 

we will draw a conclusion that the process we proposed may work and justify the 

assumption of uniform plasma which we use in the model calculation.
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Chapter 2: Densities of Neutral Barium Atoms and Ions Due to Photo 

Ionization

The process for fast ionization of neutral barium is likely due to a plasma in

stability which heats the electrons. If the electrons are heated sufficiently ionization 

of barium atoms will occur. Before we start to look for the plasma instability, we 

have to calculate the barium ion density due to photo-ionization to see if there are 

enough seed ions for the instability. We also need to know the collision frequency 

and the collision cross section of neutral barium. Thus we should calculate the 

neutral barium density since the collision frequency is proportional to the neutral 

density.

Section 1: Number Density of Neutral Barium Atoms

We assume that there is no collision between neutral barium and the ambient 

atoms and the atoms fly in a straight line outward in a cone shaped jet because of 

the shaped explosive charge used to eject the barium. Also, we assume that the 

jet has azimuthal symmetry. For simplicity, we assume that the angular density 

distribution away from the center of the jet is Gaussian distribution as Wescott et 

al., [1986a] did. Based on the data observed by Wescott et al., [1975a], Stenbaek- 

Nielsen et al., [1984] and Wescott et al., [1986a], we approximate the differential 

velocity distribution by the analytic expression,

dN
, = A exp

dv
V1
vo

(1)

where A is a constant and v0 is the peak velocity. Eq.(l) fits the data quite well 

by choosing the constants A and v0 except that the distribution (1) is somewhat 

broader. We define the differential velocity distribution function given by the
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number of particles per velocity interval per polar angle interval where is 

the angle between the direction of jet and the radial vector,

d2N
rj =

dvdO 

=  CNv2 exp
’ t;2'

exp 02 1

i
|c*o
11

1

....l
Cl<1i

(2)

„ = f

where N is the total number of barium atoms in the release and C is the normal

ization constant. The subscript in Eq.(2) =  is the velocity of neutral barium

atoms, where r is the distance between the position of the particle and the origin 

of the source, t is the time after the explosion. This is because we have assumed 

that the neutral barium atoms fly in a straight line outward from the origin of the 

source without collision between themselves and the collisions between electrons 

and neutral barium atoms do not change the velocity of neutrals since the mass 

ratio me/m Ba+ is very small. It is not difficult to show that vo is maximum by 

examining the derivative with respect to velocity v.

The normalization constant C can be determined from the total number of 

neutral barium atoms by integrating over the velocity space. Thus,

' 2npoo p Zn p 7T
/  dv I dO sin

Jo Jo Jo

Substituting Eq.(2) into Eq.(3):

roo _ fiT r q2
CN 2ttI dvv2e *o I p

Jo Jo

The first integral can be evaluated as:

(3)

(A 0)2_
= (4)



For the second one, since A 6is small because of shaped charge explosion, the upper 

limit is pretty large for the integrand, thus

e 2r
/ sin 9 exp

Jo
r oo

~  I si
Jo

(A

sin 0 exp

d9

6
d9

(A0)2

(Ad)2[t ± I f  (A 6)2\ 1 (  (A
2

(A0)2

f1 +  i ( - W )  +  I
3 V 2 / 1 5

+
(6)

thus Eq.(4) becomes:

C N 2 , ^ - v l ^  =  N  
4 0 2

or,

. ( t ).

(7)

=  [?]

Vq?T2 (A

Using dimensional analysis, rj =  d2N/dvd9 has the dimension 

and the number density per unit volume nn(x ,i) has the dimension [-^y], thus we 

need

nn { x , t )  =  r/(r,

where the factor F  has the dimension [^Tjr]- Considering the loss due to photo

ionization and according to Stenbaek-Nielsen et al., [1987], we get

F  =  ^ exp
t_
TO

and

nn(x ,t)  =  r)(r,0,t) 1 t '
^ exp 

• = f r 1 T (8)

where the factor exp — ~ j  refers to the loss due to photo-ionization, where Tq is 

the photo-ionization lifetime. The factor l/r2t in Eq.(8) also can be interpreted



as follows. The number density per unit volume can be defined by using spherical 

coordinates as
d3N
d3V

d3N (9)

r2 sin OdQdtpdr

Considering the azimuthal symmetry, we can choose

dN
sin 0d<p

=  1

and since

we get

rv =  -  
t

dr =  tdv

thus Eq.(9) yields
1 d2N

r2t dvdO 
1 (10)

Here we didn’t include the loss due to photo-ionization. Thus we can see that the 

factor l / r 2 is due to conservation of neutral barium atoms since they fly outward 

from the source, and the factor 1/t corresponds to the dispersion of the velocity. 

Substituting Eq.(2) into Eq.(8):

1 t '
=  ^ exp . T0_

nN t
=  ~ p rex p

nN v2 exp 

~2

v
exp

exp
(uo ty

o J 

exp

62
[M ) '

e2
(A 0)2

(11)

In the Cartesian coordinates whose 2-axis is along the direction of jet,



For the small cone angle of the jet and <C 1, we get

(x2 +  y2) » (12')

thus E q .(ll) becomes

, . niV
nn(x ,t)  = — exp

nN  
=  —  exp

t '
--- exp
. r0.

t ■
--- exp

TO,

„2 *,2 J1x +  y +  z
(v01)

exp s 2 +  y2 
(zA 0)2

exp (x2 +  y2)

M )2 
1

(13)

+ (v0t  (zA0)2

Section 2: Number Density of Barium Ions

We assume that the barium ions are produced from the moving neutral barium 

atoms in the jet by photo-ionization and there is no electric field. So only the 

magnetic field affects the ions. Thus the motion parallel to the direction of the 

magnetic field remains the same as that of parent neutral barium atoms, but the 

perpendicular motion becomes gyro-motion around the magnetic field. Also we 

assume the gyro-radius is small in comparison to the size of the jet cloud, this 

requires small v±. So we can ignore perpendicular motion and use only the velocity 

parallel to the direction of magnetic field to describe the ions.

The ion velocity distribution can be described by a distribution function of 

the form

f  =  f { x ,v g,t) (14)

where vs is the velocity parallel to the magnetic field. Let nn(x ,t)  be neutral 

number density. Due to photo-ionization, the distribution function satisfies the 

equation given by Stenbaek-Nielsen et al., [1987]



where e b is unit vector in the direction of the magnetic field. This equation can be

interpreted as follows.

We know
f  =  + v - V x/  +  a - V v/

I*  _  (16)
=  ^ + v - V x/  +  - - V v/  

at m
Since we only consider the motion parallel to the magnetic field, there is no force 

acting on the ions in that direction except the force due to the earth’s gravity which 

is negligible. And all the perpendicular force and motion are excluded, thus

9

and

So Eq.(16) becomes

^ e 6,

F = ma =  0

df d f
i  =  T t + v ^ ^ ! (17)

It is not difficult to show that the rate of loss of neutrals due to photo-ionization is 

- - ^ n n(x ,t ) , where the minus sign corresponds to decrease of neutrals. Thus the 

total time derivative for ions is equal to the rate of decay of the neutrals present 

in a given volume element which is described by the ^-function:

I  =  (18)

Integrating Eq.(18) along the trajectories of particles

f  ~  ~  f  nn(x',O' 5 -  dt> (19)

where

x'(t') =  x -  vseb(t -  t') (20)

RASMUSON LIBRARY
UNIVERSITY OF ALASKA-FAIRBANK8
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More explicitly,

f { x , v s,t) =  ~ J  n” (x _  vse b(t - ~ dt>

Our interest is in the ion density, which is the zeroth moment obtained by 

integrating /  over vs,

r oo
ni(x,t) =  f  dvs

Jo

=  — [ d t ' f  dvnn(x -  Vg -  ?—
tq Jo Jo

=  “  J t'nn ^x -(x - e ^ e ^ l  -  l

Substituting Eq.(8), Eq.(22) becomes

1 -e r© dt

Let

x • e& =  x~fx +  j/7y +  z^z = r cos a

where a  is the angle between e& and x. Thus

t'
x' — x — qfa; ( 1 — — )r cos a

y' =  y -  l y -  j^ jrcos a

i (z — z — 7ZI 1 — y ) r  cos a

(22)

(23)

(24)
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So /2 /2 /2 /2r =  x +  y + 2:
f

x — 7-e ( 1 — — ) r cos ct

+

+

=  tan- 1

[

1—
 <c! 1 1 r cos a

- t

i---
- i K

? - * )
|r cos a

(25)

(z 'W ) ■i n 2

(26)

Now we consider the case where the shaped charged explosion is directed along 

the magnetic field [Stenbaek-Nielsen et al., 1987], thus

e;, =  k

or

l x = l y  =  0,

Iz = 1.

then Eq.(24),(25) and (26) become

x  =  x

y = y

, ?z =
t

r'2 =  x2 +  y2 +  f j z

O' — tan - , ( * * + « 2) =  tan 11 — tan 6t

(27)

(28)

(29)



For small angle Eq.(29) becomes

12

,  = -e (30)

Substituting Eq.(27) into Eq.(2), yields

,/2

'= 4  =  CiVT ^ exPt t
/2r

CiV—j  exp

„/2

f '2V2
exp t2^2

x2 +  2 
V2t'2

i '2(A0)2
~2

exp
v2t2 exp

t '2(A0)2 .

(31)

thus Eq.(23) becomes

, , CiV
n»(x, fj =^ -^exp

rot

exp

— 1 f -
Vo<2J io  t'2

x* +  y* /J _  +

exp

t2
ro

Vq ' z2

(32)
dt1

Since t =  0 is a singularity for n; in Eq.(32), we treat the lower limit as 

r =  27r/f2Ba+ instead of zero where 0 Ba+ is the gyro-frequency of the barium ions 

and the numerical value of t is 0.180 seconds. Thus Eq.(32) becomes

rii(x,t)=^-^exp
r0t

exp

z2 1 f*  1 ' f
< # 2J JT t* .̂ To_

x2 +  y2 (  1
t'2 ~~2,J0 z2(A 6y

(32')
dt1

Section 3: Results

The Relationship Between Neutrals and Ions Densities: 

Using the identity

>+oo
exp [—a2x2l =  -

a
[  exp [—a2x2l dx -  — -
J-oo a (33)
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and integrating over x and y for both nn and we get number densities per 

unit length Nn and Ni along 2-axis for neutral barium atoms and barium ions 

respectively,

nN
N » =  ,3

7T

+ z’ (AO)*)
exp

’ 22 ' t '

. vof2 .
exp

. T

Ni
nN 7T

t3

thus
nN

Nn +  Ni =

exp

7T

z 1A t ' \

1---
-

ot
o Of- to i

1 1 — exp
To. )

exp
1

(34)

(35)

(36)
( ^  +  J w )

Now look at the limit situations.

When tq —> oo, that is the lifetime of photo-ionization is very large, no ion is 

produced.

lim Nn = nN 7T
T 0 — *“ 0 0 t3

thus, we see

lim N{ =  0
T q — *■ OO

Nn +  N{ =  lim
T q  ► OO

exp (37)

(38)

(39)

If Tq ~ i e ,  the process of ionization is very fast, no neutral is remaining.

limTo—
nN

lim Nn =  0To—l>0

7T

t3
(v£t3 +  23(A0)3)

exp
vgt*

thus

Nn +  Ni =  lim Ni
T o — *-0

(40)

(41)

(42)



Results of Calculation:

Using the empirical data [Wescott et al., 1975a] and [ et al.,

1987], we set

N =  6 x 1023 

A 0 = 15° 

vo =  11 km/sec 

To — 20 sec

In Fig. 1 we plot the densities of neutral barium at — 0 plane for a sequence 

of time at 1, 2, 5, and 10 seconds. The direction of the magnetic field is along the 

2-axis. Notice that the scales are changing along both the x and z axes. Fig. 2 

shows the densities of barium ions at the same conditions as in Fig. 1. Only the 

scale along the x-axis remains the same throughout the time in Fig. 2. Comparing 

the two figures, we find that the width of the ion cloud is fixed at about 3 kilometers 

but the length is increasing at the same rate as that of neutral cloud and that for 

neutral barium cloud, the rate of change of the width is the same as that of the 

length. These are consistent with what we expected. Thus we understand why the 

maximum densities of the ions are larger than those of the neutrals after the first 

second, although the lifetime of photo-ionization is 20 seconds.
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NEUTRAL BARIUM DENSITY AT =  I. (sec) NEUTRAL BARIUM DENSITY AT = 2. (sec) 15

MIN
MAX

O.OOE + OO 
4.55E + 06

MIN
MAX

0.00E + 00  
5.41E + 05

CONTOUR INTERVAL 4 .55E+05  CONTOUR INTERVAL 5 .4 i e + 0 4

NEUTRAL BARIUM DENSITY AT =  5. (sec) NEUTRAL BARIUM DENSITY AT t = 10. (sec)

MIN
MAX

x (km) 
0.00E + 00
2.98E + 04

MIN
MAX

O.OOE + OO 
2.90E + 03

CONTOUR INTERVAL 2 .98E+03  CONTOUR INTERVAL 2 .90E+02  

Figure 1: Densities of neutral barium atoms at the plane of 0 at time at 1, 2, 5,

and 10 seconds after the explosion. The direction of ejection is along the magnetic

field direction.
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BARIUM ION DENSITY AT t =  1. (sec) BARIUM ION DENSITY AT t -  2. (sec)

MIN
MAX

0.00E + 00 
1.07E + 06

MIN
MAX

0.00E + 00 
5 .91E +05

CONTOUR INTERVAL 1.07E+05  CONTOUR INTERVAL 5 . 9 i e + o 4
BARIUM ION DENSITY AT t  =  S. (sec)

MIN
MAX

x (km) 
0.00E + 00
2.49E + 05

MIN
MAX

x (km) 
0.00E + 00
1.26E + 05

CONTOUR INTERVAL 2.49E+04CONTOUR INTERVAL i .26e+04
Figure 2: Densities of barium ions at the same conditions as in Fig. 1. Notice that 

the scale of x-cixis remains the same all the time, but is different from the scale in 

Fig. 1



Chapter 3: Derivation of Plasma Dispersion Relation

In this chapter we derive the electrostatic dispersion relation which we will use 

to analyze the instabilities that are excited by a barium plasma beam streaming 

through the ambient ionospheric plasma. We shall restrict our attention to electro

static waves because the plasma energy density is much smaller than the magnetic 

field energy density.

The plasma can be described by the Vlasov equation or collisionless Boltzmann 

equation,

— +  v • Vx/s +  —  (E +  — x B) • V v/ a =  0 (1)
at ms c

where / a(x,v ,f) is the probability density of species s per unit configuration space

per unit velocity space. In our case s can be referred to the barium ion, the oxygen

ion and the electron.

The only Maxwell’s equation needed for electrostatic waves is Gauss’s law

which is

V • E =  4irp (2)

The number density per volume is given by

ns( x , t ) = n 0 f  (3)
J  — OO

The linearized analysis for the plasma instability requires partitioning the distri

bution function [Nicholson, 1983],

fa — fa0 +  fal (4)

where f 3o is one of the equilibrium solutions to the Vlasov equation and / al is a 

perturbation associated with the small-amplitude wave.
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We assume that there is a constant background magnetic field and no electric 

field as we did in Chapter 2. Within the F-region of the ionosphere the /? has 

the order of 10- 5 , much smaller than 10-2 , thus we can use the electrostatic

approximation [Hasegawa, 1975]. That is, the first order of magnetic field is equal

to zero, or

B =  Bo, (5)

and E  involves only the perturbation amplitude

E = Ei. (6)

Substituting Eq.(4), Eq.(5) and Eq.(6) into E q.(l), the zero order terms yield 

+  v  • V x/ s0 +  —x B 0 • V v/ , 0 =  0 (7)
dt m s y '

or with the help of the Lorentz force and Newton’s Law, we can write Eq.(7) in 

terms of total derivative with respect to the time,

7 r  =  °  (•>

Any function of constants of motion along the trajectory of particles satisfies Eq.(8) 

[Nicholson, 1983]. Thus we can construct f s0 as a function of parallel velocity, uy, 

and perpendicular velocity, t>j_, with respect to the magnetic field, since they are 

constants of motion in the magnetic field. Therefore

fsO =  / « o ( v | | ,  V j _ )

Then the equation for the first order terms becomes

(9)
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Now, in accordance with the electrostatic assumption we can let

E i =  - V xV? (11)

where <pis electrostatic potential, since we are dealing with the electrostatic prob

lem. Then Eq.(lO) becomes

^ + V  V Tif si. + — -  x Bo • V v / 4l =  • V v/a 0 (12)ot ms c m s

or,

= — VxP * V v/a0 (13)dt m9

Thus in Eq.(l3) f sy can be obtained by integrating along the unperturbed orbit 

[. Hasegawa, 1975] and [Nicholson, 1983], which satisfies Newton’s law

m*x = — v x B 0 (14)c

Now we set up the coordinates with the magnetic field Bo along z-axis, then the 

orbit can be derived as

x'(t') -  x =  ^{ s i n ] ^ ^  -  +  -  sin#},

l/'(*') -  y =  ^p{cos[Oa(t' -  -  cos #}, (15)
\l9

z'(t') —  Z  =  U|| (t1 — < ) .

*>*(*') =  v-l cos[na(t; -  +  o],

vy (0  =  ~v±sinffla^ -  t) + e),(16) 

<(*') =  vn-

and
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where we have chosen that at time t' =  t ,x ' =  x  and v ' =  v; and f2a is gyro- 

frequency of species s which is positive for ions and negative for electrons. Thus 

f si can then be integrated formally along such a trajectory

»t
/,i(x ,v ,t )  =  f  dt'—V x*?(t') • Vv/a0|v=v'(t') 

J — oo ms
(17)

If we consider a perturbation of the form exp *(k • x —cut) and take the direction 

of wave propagation in the x, z plane (without loss of generality) such that

k • x =  k±x +  k\\z

<p =  5̂ exp [i{k\\z' +  — cut')]

and

V xp ( 0  =

Thus Eq.(l7) yields

/ . i ( x ,v , i )  =  i ^ - 0  f  dt' ( * 11̂  +  kx ^ )  
” *• j -o o  V Still d v . )

(18)

(19)

(20)

v = v '(t ' )

exp [i{k\\z' +  k±x ' — cut')]
(21)

We have

v± =  \Jv% +  v

Taking the derivative with respect to vx and making the use of Eq.(16), we get

dv\

d v *v = v '(t ' )  UJL

=  cos [n ,(t ' -  f) +  

Substituting Eq.(15) and Eq.(22) into Eq.(2l ) ,  yields

(22)

/ a l = * ^ exp(zk' x ) /  dt' ( k\ \ ^  +  k ± ^ co s
\  / v '  m  (23)

exp i I A:||U||(t' — t) +  k±-r— sin [f2a(t' — t) +  0] — ■—  sin 0 — cut'
_ \ *̂ 8 42a



Here we have used the fact that i>y and are constants of motion. Using the 

identity [Hasegawa, 1975]
OO

exp(*2 sin0) =  2 ^  (24)
n —  — oo

Eq.(23) yields

/ , i  = i — £ e x p [t (k -x -w t ) ]  f
ms i-oo I 11 9wy dv±

(25)

£  £  jr» ( ^ i ) J< ( ^ :L) exp[*(Vii +  nn* - a;)(f , - 0 ]
n =  —oo l= — oo 8 /  '  5 /

exp[*(n — /)#]

Since we are looking for the plasma instability, the growth rate -7 =  Im(w) is 

positive, and we can evaluate the integral in Eq.(25) by using the fact that 

and are not functions of t' and shifting the indices of the Bessel functions up

i(exp[*(fi*(t' -  t) +  0)] +  exp[-*(Ua(£' -  £) +  0)])
2

OO OO

k±v±  ^ exp[*(rc — 1)6] 
[Ajyuy +  nUs — w]

and down by one. The result of the time integration is

t  t  * ( ± t )
n= — 00 l~ — 00

MSf* ( H t )  * MS ['•-■ ( t t )  ♦ (tt)] }
(26)

Using the identity [Abramowitz and Stegun, 1972]

2 Tt
Jn—1(^) “f” Jn-\-l{z) — (27)

Z

Eq.(26) becomes

(  T (
OO OO
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Now we assume that the background oxygen ions and electrons have the 

Maxwellian distribution

' ° +° =  exp (29) 

u = ( v k ; ) exp( S  (30)
For the streaming barium ions with the drift velocity u parallel to the magnetic 

field, we have

3 r u i +  (v||-u)2'1
/b*+0 =  exp V 2VtBa+

(31)

where vta =  is thermal velocity, where the temperature involves the Boltz

mann constant k.

Substituting Eq.(29), Eq.(30) and Eq.(3l) into Eq.(28) we get

/Ba+1 ( h- f ± )  Jn ( % z ± )
mBa+ l=?ooV ̂ Ba+/  V ̂ Ba+ /
fc||(v|| - t t ) + n n Ba+ —2
~Z ;— n----------------2 /B a + o  exp[j(n -*II«H +  n n Ba+ -  u  J

fc||U|| +  n 0o+ - 2
- fo + 0 exp[i(n -  1)0)

(32)

(33)

fc||t>|| +  n f)0 + -  ui t>(20+

n =  — oo / =  —oo x 7 x /

k\\v\\ +  nne 2
(34)

Ariivii + nfL — w u?te
-feo exp[t(n -  1)9}
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The number density can be obtained by integrating over velocity space

f* 2 n  r  OO

n B a + l —n Ba+0

= w Ba+0

p Z7V p CO poo
/ dO/ v±dv± / dU||/Ba+1

Jo Jo j  —oo
e - 2  / ____ 1_  x3 °° 00

VV^iBa
 <£> —-----mBa+ < Ba+

fciifai -  u) +  nfiBa expr
J-00 fc|H| +  «^Ba+ -  W

/„ ”±J" (sSt)J| (s^)exp

5Z S  2?r<5̂
— — 00 /

(u,| -  u);
n— — 00 — 00
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tBa+
dui

tBa+ J
du (35)

e - 2  
=27rnBa+0 iP" ( — l  v

V -A UfBa+/m Ba+ vtBa+

r°° fc||(t;|| -  u) +  nnBa+uu /»c

£ J -

The second integral can be evaluated as

exp foil - m)s
utBa+

dun

) exp V 1
„,2) - tBa+ -

duj_

/■°° [ U* 1 , +

L  ’ lJ * t )eip ^ = 2 ( i i c r ) exp
k2 7)2*'-LUtBa+

2n l +Ba+

While the first integral can be evaluated by making use of the plasma dispersion 

function which is [Hasegawa, 1975]

p ( - z 2 )

x - i
1 r

z ( ( ) = ^ L

Setting (u|| -  u )/u fBa+ =  x , we get 

f°°  fc||(u[| -  u) +  nOBa+ [ (u|| -
/ _ oo fc||U|| + n n Ba+ - u  exp

/ OO

- oc

(36)

— vfBa+

iBa+  
u; —fc||U

fc l l t , « B a +

^ -fc | | U -n n Ba+

dun

t B a +

exp(— x2) dx

/— 1 cu — Arii ta /  cu — Arii ti — nfiBa+
= »lBa+V5F 1 + T lL^ / "k||vtBe
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Thus Eq.(35) becomes

n B a + l
-2nBa+0e<p

m B a + utBa+

k 2 V 2 lLLjtBa±
2n2 .Ba+

exp
2nL +

u; — fc||« ( to — k\\u — nflBa+ 1 + i Z

(37)

*||uiBa+ V fc|jutBa+

In the same way we can get the similar expression as in Eq.(37) for oxygen

ions and electrons by setting u =  0 and changing the sign for electrons,

-2 no+0e<p
no+ i

m o + vto+ 

1 +

E
T b —  —  OO

C0 (  UJ
—— z  -
Vto+ V

k±vto+
2^o+

nU0 + \

exp

k\\vto+ V |̂|uto+ / .

(38)

and

fcl^t2e
2H|

to „  / u> — nfh
1 +  - Z

fc||Ute \ fc||Vt
2ne0e<p ^  (k\v%e\

"■ '= ^ iE H w ) “p
Substituting E q .(ll) to Eq.(2) Poisson’s equation has the form

— =  47rp

( w — nfle\ 
fc|lvte / .

(39)

(40)

In our case we have nBa+0 +  n.0 +o =  neO for equilibrium. Thus Eq.(40) yields 

k2<p =47re(nBa+1 +  nQ+i -  nel)
—2vr2v pBa+<p ^  T (

2 I
UfBa+ „.= _ ™  \

1.2 2 
K± UtBa+

1 + CO

n = — oo 

f c l l t t

exp

f  co — k

V *

2fi£Ba+

u -  nnBa+

|̂|ulBc

+
-2ujpQ +<p

1 + to
£ -  m%— — oo x ' '

/  <o — nf2Q+ V 
V *||«to+ /_

exp

Jfc2  77 2

2H2 . jBa+ -I

k± vto+
2U20+ (41)

2 tOpe<P V "  _

te — oo

(i + z

2fl2

nfL

exp
2 fi2

A:||vte \ k\\vte
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where u)ps =  y  4irnsoe2/mais plasma frequency of species s. The Debye length 

for species s is given by

A, =
y/2u>

(42)
p g

therefore Eq.(41) becomes 

1
1 +

+

+

*2Af

k* a* +

n =  —oo 
oo

1 +  £  / „ ( „ 0 , )  exp[—̂ o+]v~~~— Z ( “ 7  ^  )
fc||«to+ V *||»to  + )n —  —  oo 

oo
E _ , x r n cj —  k \ \ u  (

•^»(#*Ba+)exp -MBa+ T------
«=-<*> II^Ba+ V

U> — fc||U — nf2Ba+
'̂||v tBa+

(43)

where we have used the identity

OO
^ 2  e x p [-^ a] =  1

n= — oo

and
k2 v2

K ± v t t i

2D?

Eq.(43) is the dispersion relation that we are interested in.



Chapter 4: The Calculation of The Specific Model

In this chapter we are going to set up a specific model used to describe the 

experiments. Since the plasma dispersion relation can not be solved analytically, 

we numerically calculate the roots of the plasma dispersion relation, which was 

derived in Chapter 3, to determine the growth rate of the ion cyclotron waves. 

Section 1: Plasma Parameters

We have assumed that the shaped charge barium release which occurs at 400 

to 500 kilometers, in the upper F2 region of ionosphere [ al., 1975a],

[ Wescott et al., 1975b] and [Wescott et al., 1986a] is along the direction of the 

magnetic field. We know that at this height in the F2 region the principal ion is 

0 + [Banks and Kockarts, 1973]. Thus we assume that the plasma we are interested 

in consists of streaming barium ions, with velocity u parallel to the magnetic field, 

and background oxygen ions and electrons.

In the ionospheric F  region the number density of oxygen ion varies with time 

and altitude in the range of 102 to 105 per cubic centimeter [Banks and Kockarts, 

1973]. The oxygen ion temperature varies form 1000 to 2000 °K and the electron 

temperature is higher by factor of two. Thus we choose the number density and 

the temperature for the oxygen ions as

»o+ =  1000 cm -3 

T 0 + -  1500 °K

In Fig. 2 of Chapter 2 we have shown that the barium ions due to photo

ionization are very dense within the region of the burst. At the first second after 

the explosion, the highest number density of barium ions near the injection source 

reaches a value of the order of 106 per cubic centimeter. This gives us the possibility

26



to choose the variety of values of barium ion number density and suggests that the 

growth rate of the plasma instability depends upon the number densities. Thus we 

choose the barium ion number density as

nBa+ =  1000 cm -3

for our model calculation; later on we are going to change the number density to 

see how the growth rate changes. Since the barium ions come from the neutral 

barium atoms due to photo-ionization and the neutral barium atoms are ejected 

from the rocket by detonating the payload, the initial temperature of the barium 

ions is higher than the background of plasma. However the parallel temperature of 

the barium ions will drop rapidly due to velocity dispersion. Therefore we are only 

interested in the low temperature barium ions. On the other hand, the thermal 

velocity of barium ion is very small compared with the oxygen ion and electron 

because of its large mass. Thus we can draw the conclusion that the barium ion 

temperature is unimportant to the instability. For simplicity we assume the barium 

ion temperature is isotropic and we choose

T Ba+ =  1500 °K

For the electrons, the unperturbed number density must be the same as that 

of the ions. Therefore we set

ne =  no+ +  «Ba+ =  2000 cm -3 

T e =  3000 °K

27

The magnetic field intensity is 0.5 Gauss.



The peak density of the differential barium ion velocity distribution given by 

Wescott et al., [1975a] and Stenbaek-Nielsen, [1984] is about at 9 to 12 kilometers 

per second. So it is reasonable to choose the drift velocity for the streaming barium 

ions as

u =  1. X  106 cm/sec

Thus we can calculate distribution functions as shown in Fig. 3.

In Fig. 3 we plot the distribution function along the magnetic field direction 

for the barium ion, the oxygen ion and the electron. Along the perpendicular 

direction the distribution functions are simply Maxwellians. The thermal velocity 

of the electrons is very large, because of its small mass. Note the difference in scales 

between the electrons and ions plots. The system is not in the thermal equilibrium 

state because of streaming barium ions. We shall examine an electrostatic ion 

cyclotron instability excited by interpenetrating ion beams. Kindel and Kennel, 

[1971] showed that the electrostatic waves can also be excited by a single population 

of ions due to the streaming of electrons, and these waves can be electrostatic ion 

acoustic and ion cyclotron waves, depending on the streaming velocity and the 

plasma temperature. In their paper they dealt with the simpler case which was the 

streaming electron with background of the oxygen ions. They showed that when 

the temperature ratio of the electrons to the ions T e/T ; is in the range of 0.02 

to 20, the critical drift velocity for electrostatic ion cyclotron instability is smaller 

than that for ion acoustic instability. Also they pointed out that introduction of 

heavy ions into a light ion plasma should enhance the T e/T» range of ion cyclotron 

dominance.

In our case we have the streaming barium ions and the background of oxygen 

ions and electrons and the temperature ratios TBa+ /T e =  0.5, T 0 + /T e =  1.0,

28
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0XYGEN AND BfiRlUM I0N

Figure 3: The assumed distribution functions along the magnetic field for barium 

and oxygen ion and electron. The thermal velocity vte =  3.016 x 107 cm/sec, 

vtBa+ =  4.252 x 104 cm /sec, and vtQ+ =  1.244 x 105 cm /sec. The plot above is 

the electron distribution, the left on the lower plot is the oxygen ion and the right 

is the barium ion.



and the ratio of the drift velocity to the thermal velocity for the barium ions 

u/vtBa+ — 23.5. Thus we can anticipate that the first harmonic mode barium 

ion cyclotron wave would be the dominant mode. Therefore we use the computer 

to find root frequency u which satisfies the plasma dispersion relation derived in 

Chapter 3.

Section 2: Collision frequency

In this section we are going to calculate the ion-neutral and the electron- 

neutral collision frequencies to see whether or not the assumption of a collisionless 

plasma is met.

Since the Coulombic force between the neutrals and ions, neutrals and elec

trons is negligible, we can use the hard spheric model to calculate the collision 

frequency. The collision frequency of particle 1 colliding with particle 2 is given by 

[Banks and Kockarts, 1973]

z/12 =  7T d\2n2J J  /i/20 d vid v2 (l)

where ra2 is the number density of particle 2, di2 =  rx +  r2, ri and r2 are the 

radii of particle 1 and particle 2, / i  and / 2 are the distribution functions, g is the 

magnitude of relative speed between particle 1 and particle 2 which is

g =  |vi — v2| =  yjv\ -(- vf — 2uiv2cos 0 (2)

where 0 is the angle between Vi and v 2. For the Maxwellian distribution we can 

set
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Substituting f 2 into Eq. 1 yields

=  2 * * 4 , ^  I  A d v i ( ^  o g o p  ( _ ^ ) <tea ^  ss in M* (3)
3

Differentiating Eq. 2, we get

thus the last integral in Eq. 3 becomes

* V1+V2

So Eq. 3 yields

r +”  ^ = I !  i t 2 + H I  S"1 > " 2>i 2 (*>1^1+ i » i )  (»i <  « 2)

"i2 I (f|) ’ [ f  ‘ -p ( -^ )  f  (r?+»?) *.
+ / „ , exp ( - i f ) 1,2 ( * » +  r ? i ^

Let

we get

- ( ■
m2

\ 2 kT2
vt, y m2

\ 2 kT2
V2 (4)

1/12 =  4\/27r di2n2 J fidvi {jm~ ̂)
^  exp ( - y 2) Q y 2 +  x2  ̂ dy +  ^  exp ( - y 2) y ^y2 +  ^x2^ dy

=  n2d2l2

(5)

where

V>(x) =  exp(—x ) +  I 2x H—  ) / exp(—y2)dya /;
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Now substituting f \  into Eq. 5, integrating over the solid angle and making the 

use of Eq. 4, we get

1/12=4,1" ( ^ r ) ’ ( ^ k )  ’ Iexp (~î r)
= 4 I  exp * ( , ) * > &  (6)

For the Maxwellian distribution function the average speed has the form

1
2

'8kTv =  \l
V 7rm

Therefore we can rewrite Eq. 6 in the form of

1/12 =  n2'Kd\2vl2 (7)

where
_ ( ,  , rniT2\*

Vl2 =  Ul ( 1 +  ^ J

is the average relative speed between particle 1 and particle 2. The mean free path 

for particle 1 is given by

*12 =  —  (8)
1̂2 ’

At the height of 500 kilometers in the ionosphere, there are many ambient

neutrals such as O, 0 2, N2, He, and H. Their number densities at the temperature

of 1500°K are given by [Banks and Kockarts, 1973]

no =  1-05 x 10 cm - 3

n0 , =  2.03 x 105 cm -3
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riN3 =  7.69 x 10 cm

nHe =  2.04 x 106 cm -3

fin =  1.62 x 104 cm 3

Their thermal velocities can be calculated as

Vto =  1.244 x 105 cm/sec

Vto3 =  8.797 x 104 cm/sec

VtN2 =  9.404 x 104 cm/sec

VfHe =  2.488 x 105 cm/sec

v m =  4.976 x 105 cm/sec

which are smaller than the streaming velocity of the barium ions. The thermal

velocity of the barium ions is also smaller than the streaming velocity. Thus the

average relative speed v12 in Eq.(7) and Eq.(8) can be replaced by the streaming 

velocity u for barium ions colliding with the ambient neutrals or for the streaming 

barium neutrals colliding with ambient oxygen ions as

1̂2 =  n2'Kd\2u (7;)

112 = ----- (8')
I'm

Since the difference between the radii of the neutral barium atom and its ion 

is negligible, we can assign the value of

»*Ba — rBa+ — 1-35 X 10 8 cm



for both radii [ Bartlettet al., 1982]. For oxygen ions and the ambient neutrals we 

have [ Tipler, 1978]

r0 =  rQ+ =  9.0 x 10-9  cm 

ro 3 =  1.8 x 10-8  cm 

tn3 =  1.88 x 10-8  cm 

fHe =  1.09 x 10-8  cm 

rn =  6.85 x 10-9  cm 

But the electron is extremely small, we can estimate the radius of electron as

re =  1.0 x 10“ 12 cm

Eq. 7 and Eq. 7’ show that the collision frequency is proportional to the number

density. And our purpose is to find the highest collision frequency. Thus we need

the highest number densities of ions and neutrals. In Section 1 of this chapter we 

have stated that the highest number density of oxygen ions in the ionospheric F  

region is 105 per cubic centimeter [Banks and Kockarts, 1973]. From Fig. 1 and 

Fig. 2 we can see that the maximum number densities of neutral barium and its ion 

are 4.55 x 106 and 1.07 x 106 per cubic centimeter respectively at the first second 

after the explosion. Therefore we set

nBa =  «Ba+ =  l - °  X Cm-3

no+ = 1.0 x 10s cm-3 

u-g n.ga+ uq+ = 1.01 x 10 cm 3
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For the temperature, we use the same values as in the Section 1 of this chapter. 

Because the barium ions are created from the neutral barium atoms, we assume 

they have the same temperature. Thus we have

T Ba =  T Ba+ =  T 0 + =  1500 °K

T e =  3000 °K

Using Eq.(7’) and Eq.(8’), we compute the collision frequencies for streaming 

barium ions colliding with ambient neutrals as

^Ba+o =  0.167 sec -1

l^Ba+Oj =  6.33 X 10 sec-1

^Ba+Nj =  2.52 X 10-2 sec-1

^Ba+He =  3.82 X 10“ 3 sec-1

^Ba+H =  2.11 X 10 5 sec-1

and the mean free path

/sa+o — 59.9 km 

/sa+Oj =  1-58 x 104 km 

Isa+Nj =  3.97 x 102 km 

^Ba+He =  2.62 x 103 km 

^Ba+H =  4.74 x 105 km



For the barium ions colliding with barium neutrals, we need to use Eq.(7) and 

Eq.(8) since there is no relative streaming motion between them.

^ B a + B a  =  1 - 5 5  X  10“3 SeC_1

* B a + B a  =  4 - 3 7  X  1 ° 2  k m

For the oxygen ions colliding with ambient neutrals, we use Eq.(7) and Eq.(8) 

and get
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u0 +o  =  2.12 x 10 2 sec-1

Ô+Oa = 7.99 X 10 5 sec-1

^ o + N j  = 3.29 x 10 3 sec-1

Ô+He = 7.97 x 10 4 sec-1

vo + H  = 7.40 x 10 6 sec-1

/o+ o  — 93.6 km

ô+Oj = 2.15 x 104 km

ô+n3 =  5.36 x 102 km

ô+He = 3.94 x 103 km

/o+H = 7-®2 x 10s km

For the oxygen ions colliding with streaming barium neutrals we have to use Eq.(7’) 

and Eq.(8’). we get

ô+Ba = 1-59 x 10-2 sec-1



/o+Ba =  6.29 X 102 km

Although some of the electrons may stream with the barium ions, their thermal 

velocity as shown in Fig. 3 is larger than the streaming velocity. Therefore we use 

Eq.(7) and Eq.(8) to calculate the collision frequencies and mean free path

t'eo =  0.909 sec-1

i/eo ,  =  7.03 x 10-3  sec-1 

I'eNj =  0.291 sec-1 

i/eHe =  2.59 x 10~2 sec-1 

t'eH =  8.13 x 10-5  sec-1

Î eBa =  0.195 sec 1

leO =  3.74 x 102km

leo ,  =  4.84 x 104km

/eNj =  1.17 x 103 km

leHe =  1.31 X 104 km

/eH =  4.19 x 106 km

leBa =  1.75 X 103 km

The gyro-frequencies for the barium ions, the oxygen ions and the electrons 

are calculated as

n Ba+ =  34.94 sec-1 

fio+ =  299.14 sec-1



fie =  8.79 x 106 sec-1

Thus we see that the collisional frequencies are much smaller than the gyro- 

frequencies. Also Fig. 2 in Chapter 2 shows that the length of the cloud at the tenth 

second after the explosion is about 200 kilometers which is smaller than most mean 

free paths of the ions and the electrons colliding with the neutrals. This means that 

the ions and electrons would escape from the cloud before they collide with the 

neutrals except that the barium ions and oxygen ions may have the possibility to 

collide with oxygen atoms twice or more. Since we are only interested in the region 

of the cloud, the collisionless Vlasov equation is valid which we used to derive the 

plasma dispersion relation in Chapter 3.

Section 3: Plasma Instability

In this section we use the parameters chosen in Section 1 to find roots which 

satisfy the plasma dispersion relation derived in Chapter 3. Then we change the 

number densities of plasma to see how the growth rate changes.

We are only interested in the roots with positive imaginary part which corre

sponds to the instability. This is because we have assumed that the wave has the 

factor of exp * (k • x — tot). For the real wave number k the root to has the form 

w =  wr +  *7 thus the factor becomes exp [t (k • x — a +  7i]. Therefore the wave 

grows up exponentially with time for positive 7 .

We found two kinds of roots. One is the first harmonic barium ion cyclotron 

wave, the other is the second harmonic barium ion cyclotron wave. Fig. 4 to Fig. 7 

show the results of calculation. In Fig. 4 we plot the imaginary part of the roots for 

the barium ion cyclotron waves corresponding to the first harmonic mode. When 

the wave number k — 1. x  10-3  cm -1  and the angle between the direction of 

wave and the magnetic field direction 6 =  87.3°, the maximum growth rate is
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Figure 4: The plasma instability (barium ion cyclotron wave) corresponding to 

the first harmonic mode. The maximum growth rate 7 =  1.3878 sec-1  is at 

1. x 10-3  cm - 1 , 6 =  87.3° while the frequency is 6.8213 sec- 1 .
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Figure 5: The frequency of the first harmonic barium ion cyclotron wave. The 

negative frequencies correspond to the damped roots.



7 =  1.3878 sec-1 , and the corresponding frequency is 6.8213 sec-1 . Fig. 5 is 

the real part of the first harmonic mode roots. Notice that the negative frequencies 

correspond to the damped roots.

Fig. 6 shows that the growth rate 7 versus the wave number k and the angle

0 between the direction of the wave and the magnetic field. The maximum growth 

rate is 7 =  0.9441 sec-1 , while the frequency is =  13.1717 sec-1  when the wave 

number k =  1.6 x 10-3  cm -1 and the angle 6 =  86.8°. Fig. 7 is the plot of the 

real part of the roots, which is the frequency of the second harmonic barium ion 

cyclotron wave. Comparing the two maximum growth rates, we find that the first 

harmonic barium ion cyclotron wave is dominant as previously expected.

For the dominant first harmonic barium ion cyclotron wave, the wave length 

is A =  1/k =  1.0 x 103 cm. The barium ion gyro-radius is rg =  i>tBa+/^Ba+ =  

1.217 x 103 cm. Thus we can see the barium ions strongly interact with the wave.

We change the plasma condition by varying the number densities of barium 

ions and oxygen ions to see how the growth rate changes. The plots of the results 

are very much like the plots in Fig. 4 though Fig. 7 except numerical values are 

different. Thus we only present the roots with the maximum growth rate in Table

1 and Table 2. Table 1 shows the first harmonic barium ion cyclotron wave and 

Table 2 the second. Note in Table 2 when the number density =  1.0 x 103 

cm -3 , nBa+ =  2.0 x 102 cm -3 , no growth root can be found. From the two tables 

we can see that when the number density ratio n0+ /n Ba+ remains constant the 

growth rate remains the same no matter how the absolute values of the number 

densities change. This can be interpreted as follows: the wave number k has the 

order of 10 3 cm -1 , while all the Debye lengths of the electrons, oxygen ions and 

barium ions have the same value of 8.45 centimeters, so the factor \/k\a is very
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Figure 6: Growth rate of the second harmonic barium ion cyclotron wave. The 

maximum growth rate is 7 =  0.9441 sec-1  and the frequency is =  13.1717 sec-1 

at k =  1.6 x 10~3 cm - 1 , 6 =  86.8°.
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Figure 7: Frequency of the second harmonic barium ion cyclotron wave.
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Table 1

First H arm onic B arium  Ion C yclotron  W ave

n0 + wBa+ n>o+ /^Ba+ k 9 U) 7

(cm-3 ) (cm-3 ) (cm-1 ) n (sec-1 ) (sec-1

l .x lO 3 l .x lO 3 1. l .x lO -3 87.3 6.8213 1.3878

1.x  103 2.X 103 2. .9 x l0 -3 87.0 5.8448 1.3107

l.x lO 3 5.X103 5. .9 x l0 -3 86.9 5.8476 0.9487

l.x lO 3 l .x lO 4 10. .9 x l0 -3 86.9 5.2493 0.6402

l.x lO 3 5.X102 0.5 l . lx lO -3 87.6 7.1340 1.1674

l.x lO 3 2.X 102 0.2 l .x lO -3 87.4 7.9558 0.5394

5.X102 l .x lO 3 2. .9 x l0 -3 87.0 5.8449 1.3106

2.X 102 l .x lO 3 5. .9xlO -3 86.9 5.8479 0.9486

l.x lO 2 l .x lO 3 10. .9 x l0 -3 86.9 5.2497 0.6401

5.X102 5.X102 1. l .x lO -3 87.3 6.8215 1.3877

l.x lO 2 l .x lO 2 1. l .x lO -3 87.3 6.8227 1.3867

2.X 103 2.X 103 1. l .x lO -3 87.3 6.8212 1.3879

5.X103 5.X103 1. l .x lO -3 87.3 6.8212 1.3879

l.x lO 4 l .x lO 4 1. l .x lO -3 87.3 6.8212 1.3880

5.X104 5.X104 1. l .x lO -3 87.3 6.8212 1.3880

l.x lO 5 l .x lO 5 1. l .x lO -3 87.3 6.8212 1.3880

5.X105 S.xlO5 1. l .x lO -3 87.3 6.8211 1.3880

l.x lO 6 l .x lO 6 1. l .x lO -3 87.3 6.8211 1.3880

l.x lO 7 l .x lO 7 1. l .x lO -3 87.3 6.8211 1.3880

l.x lO 8 l .x lO 8 1. l .x lO -3 87.3 6.8211 1.3880
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Second Harmonic Barium Ion Cyclotron Wave

Table 2

n o+ nBa+ nO+/^Ba+ ^ e bJ 1

(cm"3) (cm '3) (cm 4) (°) (sec-1 ) (sec-1 )

l.xlO 3 l.xlO 3 1. 1.6xl0-3 86.8 13.1717 0.9441

l.xlO 3 2.X103 2. 1.6xl0-3 86.8 11.6367 1.1685

l.xlO 3 5.X103 5. 1.5xl0-3 86.6 9.9298 0.9577

l.xlO 3 l.x lO 4 10. 1.5X10"3 86.6 9.0976 0.6588

l.xlO 3 5.X102 0.5 1.7xl0-3 87.0 14.2041 0.2988

l.x lO 3 2.X102 0.2 * * * *

5.X102 l.xlO 3 2. 1.6xl0-3 86.8 11.6371 1.1682

2.X102 l.xlO 3 5. 1.5xl0-3 86.6 9.9308 0.9573

l.xlO 2 l.xlO 3 10. 1.5xl0-3 86.6 9.0992 0.6585

5.X102 5.X102 1. 1.6X10"3 86.8 13.1721 0.9436

l.xlO 2 l.xlO 2 1. 1.6xl0-3 86.8 13.1753 0.9398

2.X103 2.X103 1. 1 .6 x l0 "3 86.8 13.1715 0.9444

5.X103 5.X103 1. 1.6xl0-3 86.8 13.1714 0.9445

l.x lO 4 l.xlO 4 1. 1.6xl0-3 86.8 13.1714 0.9445

5.X104 5.X104 1. 1.6xl0-3 86.8 13.1713 0.9446

l.xlO 5 l.xlO 5 1. 1.6xl0-3 86.8 13.1713 0.9446

5.X105 5.X105 1. 1.6xl0-3 86.8 13.1713 0.9446

l.xlO 6 l.xlO 6 1. 1.6xl0“ 3 86.8 13.1713 0.9446

1.X107 l.x lO 7 1. 1.6xl0-3 86.8 13.1713 0.9446

l.xlO 8 l.x lO 8 1. 1.6xl0“ 3 86.8 13.1713 0.9446
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large. Therefore we can drop unit term in the plasma dispersion relation which is 

Eq. 43 in Chapter 3. Then the plasma dispersion relation becomes

nz
T Kme ri— — oo

+

+

no+
T o + mo+

1 +  £  / 4 / * o 0 e x p | - P o q ^ 2 ( ^ ^ f )
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0

n —  ~  OO 

OO
^r \̂\U ry (  U ^llU ft^Ba+
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Now let n0 + =  KnBa+ =  /cn, and ne =  (1 +  /c)n, then Eq. 9 yields
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Thus we see that as long as we keep the factor l/fc2A2 large enough and k a 

constant, no matter how n changes the plasma dispersion relation remains the 

same and so do the roots.

Also from the Table 1 and Table 2 we see that when the number density of 

barium ions is equal to that of oxygen ions, the growth rate reaches the maxi

mum about 1.39 sec-1  for the first harmonic barium ion cyclotron wave, while the 

number densities are from 102 through 108 per cubic centimeter. Although the 

ambient oxygen ion number density is nearly constant, the barium ions disperse



in the space; so the barium ion number density changes dramatically within the 

cloud. We can therefore find some places where the ambient and beam number 

densities are equal as long as the maximum number density of barium ions is larger 

than that of background of oxygen ions.

We change the temperature of the electrons to see how the growth rate of 

these barium ion cyclotron waves change since the temperature of the electrons 

varies in the ionosphere. We find that when we set T e =  T 0 + =  T Ba+ =  1500°K 

the maximum growth rate is decreased to 7 =  0.4172 sec- 1 , while the frequency is 

<jj =  5.6587 sec-1 , the wave number k — 1.1 x 10-3 cm -1 and the angle 6 =  87.7°. 

If we increase the electron temperature as T e =  3T0 + =  3TBa+ =  4500°K we 

find that maximum growing wave becomes 7 =  2.1634 sec-1 , u  =  8.3758 sec-1 , 

k — 0.9 x 10-3  cm -1  and 6 =  86.8°. This can be explained as follows: electron 

Landau damping competes with energy input by the barium ion beam. When the 

electron temperature is decreased the slope of the electron velocity distribution at 

the wave parallel phase velocity is higher, so the Landau damping is stronger and 

the electrons get more energy from the wave. Therefore the growth rate of wave 

is decreased. If the electron temperature is increased the slope will be lower, thus 

the electrons get less energy from the wave and the wave has greater growth rate.

Since the wave may also heat the ambient oxygen ions, we suggest that the 

temperature of the oxygen ions would affect the wave. But unfortunately we do 

not have enough time to examine it.
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Chapter 5: Conclusion

Stenbaek-Nielsen et al., [1987] showed that the anomalous processes, other 

than the photo-ionization, likely contribute to the formation of the ion jet in the 

high-altitude barium shaped charge release, especially when the release is parallel 

to the direction of the magnetic field. The calculation presented in Chapter 3 

shows that after the release occurs along the direction of the magnetic field some 

seed barium ions are created due to the photo-ionization process with a 20 second 

time-constant. Then in Chapter 4 we showed that the electrostatic barium ion 

cyclotron waves are excited due to the streaming of the barium ions through the 

ambient oxygen ions and electrons. These waves propagate almost perpendicular 

to the direction of the magnetic field. The growth rate is very sensitive to the 

temperature of the electrons. When the number densities of the barium ions and 

the ambient oxygen ions are equal, the first harmonic barium ion cyclotron waves 

are dominant. Their growth rate is about 1.39 sec-1  which is much greater than 

that of the 20 second time-constant of photo-ionization. Since we have chosen that 

the number density of the ambient oxygen ions is 1000 per cubic centimeter, we 

need to know the size of the region where the number density of barium ions is 

1000 per cubic centimeter. Fig. 8 shows the region where the two number densities 

are equal and the dominant barium ion cyclotron wave is excited. The situation in 

Fig. 8 is the same as in Fig. 2 except we just plot the contours around the number 

density of 1000 per cubic centimeter. From the figure we see that the length of 

the equal number densities region is about 5 kilometers at the first second, later 

on it is increased, while the wavelength is 62.83 meters which is much shorter. 

The parallel and perpendicular wavelengths of the maximally growing waves is 

1.334 x 103 meters and 62.90 meters respectively, which are much smaller than the
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size of the region shown in Fig. 8. This justifies our assumption of uniform plasma 

in the calculation of Chapter 4.

We suggest that the electrons strongly interact with the dominant barium 

ion cyclotron wave and are heated via Landau damping. The energetic electrons 

collide with the neutral barium atoms causing further ionization. Thus we also 

need to determine the requirements on the wave electric field, for electron 

acceleration. We can estimate the wave electric field by assuming that the field 

accelerates an electron from rest to its ionization velocity j in 5 seconds. The 

wave field is along the direction of wave vector since it is electrostatic and only the 

parallel component of the wave field accelerates the electrons along the magnetic 

field as Ewe cos 6 =  m ea, and Vi =  at. We get

_  t>ime _  g 20 x i o -5 volt/m  (1)
etcosO

Thus the electrons with the velocity equal to or above the maximum parallel phase 

velocity will have sufficient energy to ionize the neutrals if the maximum parallel 

phase velocity is equal to the electron ionization velocity. If each electron can ionize 

more than one neutral barium atom, an ionization cascade will result.

Note that at this point the parallel phase velocity of the wave is very small 

which is about

vp|| =  —  =  1.448 x 10 cm/sec fc||

when comparing to the thermal velocity of the electrons which is

vte =  3.016 x 107 cm/sec 

and the streaming velocity for barium ions

u =  1.0 x 106 cm/sec
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Figure 8: Number density of barium ions due to photo-ionization. The conditions

are the same as in the Fig. 2 except we only contour the region where the dominant

barium ion cyclotron wave is excited.



and the velocity needed for an electron to ionize a neutral barium atom is

51

Vi =  \ —— =  1.351 x 108 cm/secV rne

where the barium ionization potential <j> =  5.19 volts [Hodgman, 1949]. Therefore 

the electrons at the parallel phase velocity would have insufficient energy to ionize 

the neutrals. However, due to the finite angle of the beam divergence, the neutrals 

will have a radial velocity component. When a neutral ionizes, its electron will 

be magnetized and remain on the field line, but the ion will maintain the radial 

motion because of its large mass. This will give rise to a radial DC electric field 

pointing toward the axis of the injection. Then the electrons will begin the E X B 

drift in azimuth around the injection axis. Since the wave propagates azimuthally, 

in the frame co-moving with the electrons, the electrons will see the maximum wave 

frequency in the direction opposite to its E x B drift due to the Doppler shift

u/ =  w +  k±Vd kvd sin 6

where 6 is the angle between the direction of the wave vector and the direction of 

the magnetic field or the direction of the injection, Vd is the electron’s E x B  drift 

velocity which is given by
E x B

Wd =  C~ B ^

The electrons see the parallel phase velocity as

w#
t,p|l==^  =  Vpll+ t ; ‘ita n ^

Now the problem is that it is quite difficult to determine the DC electric field E.

But we can estimate the required DC field by equating the parallel phase velocity

to ionization velocity as v'p  ̂ =  We get

Vd =  ( Vi -  Up||) co t0



The magnitude of the drift velocity can be written as =  cE /B, then the electric 

field required to Doppler shift the parallel phase velocity seen by the electrons is

E =  — (yi — up||) cot 6 =  3.182 volt/m  (3)c

Since the barium ion cyclotron wave may propagate azimuthally, an electron will 

see the Doppler shifted waves with continuously varying parallel phase velocity 

form i>p|| — kxVd to vp|| +  k±Vd and will be heated through these waves.

Look at the Fig. 8. The barium ions have a substantial perpendicular velocity 

which is vj_ =  usin 15° =  2.588 X 105 cm/sec larger than their thermal velocity 

v tBa+ =  4.252 x 104 cm/sec. Thus the gyro-radius becomes =  Vj_/DBa+ =  

7.407 x 103 cm, while the stop distance of barium ions in the DC electric field 

is I =  m-Qa.+ v^/2Ee. For E  =  3.182 volts per meter the spot distance is 150.6 

centimeters. Therefore we see that once the barium ion is created it will start 

to move outward from the axis of the injection with the gyro-radius rg — 74.07 

meters. After it travels the stop distance I =  1.506 meters it will stop. Then the 

DC electric field will pull the barium ion back and it begins the gyro-motion again 

with a smaller gyro-radius compared to the stop distance, because at this point the 

barium ion has very low perpendicular velocity. Thus the barium ion is frozen to 

the magnetic field line. From this point of view we can calculate the DC electric 

field for the upper limit as following:

To estimate an upper limit for the radial DC electric field, let x be the per

pendicular distance from the axis of injection. In the frame co-moving with the 

streaming barium ions, the barium ions move outward and stop after traveling the
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stop distance I, but the electrons remain the same position. The number densities 

of the barium ions and the electrons are not equal anymore, and we have

rii =  ne +  I —  
dx

where rii and ne are the number densities of the barium ions and the electrons. 

The Gauss’s law reads

- =  47re ( rii — ) =  47r 
dx dx

where I =  m Ba+ t;^ /2ei? is the stop distance. Thus the Gauss’s law becomes

dE2 2 dn
—  = 4  nmB^ v ± -

Integrating above equation from x to oo, we get

E 2(oo) — E 2(x) =  47rmBa+v^ [n(oo) — n(x)]

where the oo refers to the outside of the cloud, so n(oo) =  0 and oo) =  0. Then 

the equation yields
£ 2(*) 1 , \ 2 — -  =  -n (x )m Ba+ v i

which means the perpendicular kinetic energy density of barium ions is converted 

to the electric field energy density. Thus we see the barium ions lose their perpen

dicular velocity and are frozen to magnetic field lines. Rewrite above equation, the 

DC electric field is given by

E{x) =  y/ 47rmBa+n(x) (4)

For n(x) =  1000 per cubic centimeter where the dominant wave is excited the DC 

electric field is E  =  13.17 volt/meter which is larger than needed for the electrons
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to raise the parallel phase velocity to their ionization velocity in Eq. (3). Although 

this is the upper limit case, the realistic calculation of the DC electric field will be 

more complicated, and its value will be less. We can draw the conclusion that the 

DC electric field with the value of 3.182 volts per meter which is needed for the 

electrons to raise the parallel phase velocity of the barium ion cyclotron wave to 

their ionization velocity is reasonable and the process we proposed is likely to be 

adequate. But due to the perpendicular streaming velocity of barium ions, there 

must be some other plasma instability excited like modified two streaming insta

bility since its time scale is shorter than that of the gyro-motion. Unfortunately 

we do not have enough time to include this in this thesis.
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